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It's all uphill from here!
Veritas Sine Dolo

Orientation 2001

hey...

are you going to be a

journalist?
Here's something you should know.
If you're looking to get your career as a journalist started during your four years at Tufts, you've got plenty
of options. But if you're trying to decide whether you'd rather offer your talents to the mediocre daily paper
or the mediocre weekly paper, we've got a better idea: join the staff of THE PRIMARY SOURCE.

Write about what interests you.

We're not going to send you fact-collecting for some
BS filler, make you rewrite a press release, profile some campus "activist" who doesn't wear deodorant,
or review an old bargain-bin music CD. Spend your four years writing about the stories and the events that
you're passionate about.

Get experienced in all areas. When you write for THE PRIMARY SOURCE, you'll get handson experience in everything from writing to editing to layout to publication. You'll learn just what it takes to
produce a professional-quality biweekly publication from start to finish, and in a year you'll be one of the
people making that process run smoothly.

Cover the stories they don't want you to write.

You're not going to become
an investigative journalist by repeating the president's PR lines and interviewing protesters who'll say
anything to get a cover story. Cover the topics that the administration doesn't want to talk about and that
the "objective" newspapers won't print.

Be part of a winning team. SOURCE production weekends are hard work, but always a
good time. Come down for hilarious jokes, stimulating conversation, and buffalo wings with extra blue
cheese.

THE PRIMARY

SOURCE

Meetings every Tuesday at 9:00pm in the Zamparelli Room, Mayer Campus Center
ALL WELCOME!
For more information email source@listproc.tufts.edu or call Sam at x7-7182
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From the Editor

Welcome to The Greatest Show on Earth

Y

ou, o bright-eyed, innocent fresh-men, have already been welcomed
to Tufts by resident assistants, deans, and
perhaps even a dining services worker or
two. All have been friendly, inviting you
into the beautiful world that is college.
The grass here is green, the floors have
been polished, and you are embarking on
the journey of your lives. But all is not
as you would expect.
You expect to gain an education.
You expect to develop intellectually in
an environment that fosters a diversity
of ideas. You may even expect to be able
to question the status quo and challenge
prevailing ideologies. If so, then Tufts
will severely disappoint you. Asking
questions will be encouraged but only
so far. Some questions will not be
encouraged, nor even tolerated, such
as…
Why are some of your peers
enrolled in separate orientation programs
based only on their ethnicity? In the
collegiate atmosphere that seeks to
broaden horizons, why are some students
herded into matching flocks from the day
they set foot on campus?
Why does ethnic segregation
envelop this campus, from dining halls to
culture houses? Are Tufts students really
unwilling to associate with those unlike
themselves, or does the administration
aid in actively sheltering each color
coded group?
Why will you be forced to watch a
panel of students bemoan their status as
minorities at Tufts, as they lament their
perceived oppression? Perhaps feelings
of alienation and insecurity have nothing
to do with one’s sexual orientation or skin
color but are universal among college
students making the difficult transition
into adulthood.
Why will you be forced to watch
a poorly acted dramatization of an
unfortunate amorous encounter with no
moral except that women are victims and
men are rapists? Would feminists have

you believe that women are as powerless
as they portray?
THE JOURNAL OF CONSERVATIVE
THOUGHT AT TUFTS UNIVERSITY

Why would some administrators
believe that the Bill of Rights has about as
much place on this campus as a vegetarian
at KFC? Why should your rights to free
speech, freedom of religion, or due process
be dissolved at the whim of a dean?

SAM DANGREMOND
Editor-in-Chief

Campus Affairs
MEGAN LIOTTA Editor
ADAM BIACCHI Assistant Editor

Why will you be required to take
"world civilizations," yet not be required to
learn the foundations of our own American
society? Do the customs of far-off nations
truly compare to the ideals of democracy,
human rights, and capitalism with which
Western civilization has enlightened and
enriched the globe?
These are just some of the questions
that no class will pose, no professor will
ask, no organizationwill put forward.
Except THE PRIMARY SOURCE. Within these
pages you will find the questions that
no one else on this campus dares ask
and the answers that no one else wants
to hear.
For twenty years, THE PRIMARY SOURCE
has stood stalwart in the face of political
correctness, misguided multiculturalism,
and leftist activism. As you will soon learn
firsthand, Tufts is overrun by the ideology
commonly known as Leftism. Whether it be
a professor who fails in his duty to remain
politically objective, an administrator who
preserves racial quotas in admissions, or
fellow students rallying for the latest cause
du jour, all are leftists.
Against these forces, armed with
satire and reason, we proudly defend our
conservative ideals. Whatever role you
choose to play on this campus, you will
at some point be forced to choose sides.
Will you let reason be your guide, or
will you remain among the politically
correct flock? We can only hope that you
will join us.
Welcome to Tufts University.
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ARE SOLELY THOSE OF THE INDIVIDUAL AUTHOR(S) OR SPONSOR(S)
AND DO NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE VIEWS OF THE EDITORS
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TUFTS UNIVERSITY IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
THE PRIMARY SOURCE, NOR IS THE
PRIMARY SOURCE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONTENT OF TUFTS
UNIVERSITY.
THE PRIMARY SOURCE WELCOMES ALL LETTERS. WE

THE CONTENT OF

RESERVE THE RIGHT TO EDIT OR TO DENY PUBLICATION TO
ANY LETTER BASED ON ITS LENGTH OR CONTENT. ANY LETTER
TO AN INDIVIDUAL WRITER CONCERNING WORK PUBLISHED

THE PRIMARY SOURCE MAY BE PUBLISHED ON THE
LETTERS OF 400 WORDS OR FEWER HAVE A
GREATER CHANCE OF BEING PUBLISHED. PLEASE DIRECT ALL
CORRESPONDENCE TO: SOURCE@LISTPROC.TUFTS.EDU or
THE PRIMARY SOURCE, MAYER CAMPUS CENTER, TUFTS
UNIVERSITY, MEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS, 02155. ALL
IN

LETTERS PAGE.

PARENTS:

SUBSCRIBE TO THE PRIMARY SOURCE
Tu f t s ' J o u r n a l o f C o n s e r v a t i v e T h o u g h t

PRIMARY

E
C
R
SOU
THE

Get the finest—not to mention most forthright and
telling—account of affairs at Tufts and elsewhere
delivered to your doorstep. THE PRIMARY SOURCE is a
biweekly journal of conservative and libertarian thought, written
and produced entirely by Tufts undergraduates. For a taxdeductible contribution of $30 or more, you can receive a full
academic year's subscription via first class delivery... and find
out what everyone's talking about.

"I was fascinated by T HE P RIMARY
SOURCE... we shall be seeing a major change
on the campuses... and you and your fellows
are leading that movement."
-MILTON FRIEDMAN, Nobel Laureate
"Through well-written, campus-oriented articles,
the SOURCE renews standards of academic
excellence at Tufts by articulating the case for
genuine university learning and American
ideals."
-T. KENNETH CRIBB, JR., former domestic
policy advisor to Ronald Reagan

"Pax Et Lux! A bright light does shine; it is the beacon by which
THE PRIMARY SOURCE sheds light on the truth."
-JOSEPH V. BELLE, E '43
THE PRIMARY SOURCE

Yes... I will support THE PRIMARY SOURCE's efforts to broaden my child's education
through enlightened political discourse. Enclosed is my fully tax-deductible
contribution in the amount of $______.

Name
Address
City, State, ZIP

Make checks payable to:
THE PRIMARY SOURCE
Mayer Campus Center
Tufts University
Medford, MA 02155

*A contribution of $30 or more guarantees a year's subscription (13 biweekly issues plus
any special editions) to THE PRIMARY SOURCE. Photocopies of this form are accepted. In
fact, if you're sending us money you can write your address on a napkin and we won't
complain a bit. Please address all correspondence to source@listproc.tufts.edu.
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Commentary
About Us

S

ince 1982, THE PRIMARY SOURCE has graced the Tufts Walnut Hill
campus. In those years, the journal has transformed itself
from a flimsy newsprint publication into an award-winning
biweekly magazine. The SOURCE, Tufts’ Journal of Conservative
Thought, has evolved into the most astute analysis of campus
affairs and issues of national and international import. Last year
we took a critical look at campus issues including the TCF nondiscrimination debacle and the campus-wide upset over the
police crackdown on weekend parties. SOURCE writers analyzed
the historical presidential election, Bush’s landmark tax-cut,
and the controversial execution of Timothy McVeigh.
Upon arrival at Tufts, you will be bombarded by a variety of
student magazines and newspapers. We urge you to read with an
open mind but a critical eye. Of the over 10 undergraduate
publications on the Tufts campus, none will engender more
ideological debate among the student body than THE P RIMARY
SOURCE. This magazine’s sensible mixture of opinion, humor,
and political journalism stimulates Jumbo minds and inspires
energetic discussion.
Resolute conservatives on a liberal campus, the SOURCE has a
constant uphill battle for respect and readership. Since the
magazine’s inception, leftist agitators have ignorantly attacked
the SOURCE with unsubstantiated accusations of intolerance,
extremism, and even racism. Contrary to these unsupported
assertions, the SOURCE is an organization as diverse as the university itself. Our staff is comprised of students of different races and
creeds, and ideological disagreement is common at our weekly
meetings. Yet we are united by our conviction with regard to
individual liberty and in our dogged defense of intellectual

freedom. SOURCErs share a strong belief in equality before the law
and small government. We champion the Bill of Rights because
we value personal property, privacy, and freedom above all else.
Through thick and thin, THE PRIMARY SOURCE stays true to its
motto: Veritas Sine Dolo, truth without sorrow. Above all else,
Jumbos can always count on the SOURCE for honesty and conviction. On this eve of our twentieth anniversary, we promise you
nothing less.

No Assembly Required

T

he right to demonstrate and protest serves as a cornerstone to
the structure of democracy. One important proviso, however,
is that the demonstrations should be peaceful. Nowhere in the list
of basic freedoms is anyone granted the privilege to assault a police
officer with a fire extinguisher. If a group wishes to engage in a
military operation against a government, then so be it; however,
they better not go crying to the media when they get shot.
This past summer’s G8 summit in Italy was meant to be a
peaceful assembly of leaders from the economic powerhouses of the
world. The violent protesters outside of the summit, however,
believed that the freedom to assemble applied only to them. They
did their best to disrupt the summit but, in the end, failed to do so.
The only thing they accomplished was undermining the credibility
of the legitimate, peaceful protesters. They were not concerned
about the politics; they just wanted to break stuff.
Of all the ugly things that happened during this fiasco, the
ugliest was the blatant bias shown by the media. They presented the
events with the slant that for no apparent reason the evil capitalists
had their police minions gun down an innocent young man protesting a “system of slavery.” Photos were splayed across front-pages
everywhere of the protester’s broken body lying in the street or of
the police jeep that backed over him. Flowers
were ripped out of public gardens to create
makeshift memorials. What they didn’t show,
however, was the truth. They didn’t mention the
slain protester’s extensive criminal record. They
didn’t show the picture of him charging a police
jeep with a fire extinguisher held over his head
while another protester smashed in a window
with a two-by-four. In a few seconds, everyone
in the jeep would have been killed, but a quick
thinking and brave officer drew his pistol and
fired straight and true in the name of self-defense. The man fell, and the angry mob withdrew.
The officer did exactly what an intelligent human being in his situation should have done,
and for that he should be praised.

New Kid on the Block

F

reshmen will not be the only new faces on
campus this semester, for Tufts University
has a brand new president. Lawrence Bacow
replaces John DiBiaggio. Though new to Tufts,
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Bacow is no stranger to Beantown; he leaves a job as Chancellor of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and has degrees from
both MIT and Harvard. He held the rank of Lee and Geraldine Martin
Professor of Environmental Studies at MIT and chaired the MIT
Council on the Environment. His scholarly work focuses on the fair
evaluation of environmental risk by large corporations.
Bacow’s foremost strength is his ability to encourage donations. This is an invaluable asset to Tufts, as our school is in dire
need of a boosted endowment. While there has been recent
fundraising success under DiBiaggio, Tufts’ endowment remains at
a measly $600 million. In comparison, MIT’s endowment has
reached $6 billion under Bacow, while all Boston schools are
overshadowed by Harvard’s $19.2 billion in funds.
No stranger to controversy, Bacow’s administration cut subvarsity sports teams when MIT reorganized the athletic department
due to a tight budget. To the disappointment of some JV athletes,
new athletic teams replaced the old ones. Tufts’ athletes should be
safe, however; Bacow is a marathon runner and admires Tufts’
current attitude towards sports.
Bacow has also confronted a serious freshmen-housing crunch
at MIT. Freshmen once had to choose between Greek housing,
specialty housing, or dormitories during a very stressful first week
of orientation. As a remedy, Bacow proposed that all freshmen live
in mandatory campus dormitories. The decision allowed freshmen
to know their housing situation before arriving at the campus for the
first time, but called for a “sophomore shuffle” to free up the
necessary space for freshmen. Despite the inconveniences this
caused for upperclassmen, Bacow showed admirable decisiveness
in the process and seems to have solved the original problem. Of
course, Greeks need not worry themselves about Bacow’s attitude
towards fraternities; he was a proud brother of ZBT while attending
MIT. Hopefully Bacow will shed new light on Tufts’ own housing
troubles and fraternal controversy.
All in all, Tufts students should not be concerned that a new
president will upset the status quo. In the few cases where he stirred
criticism at MIT, Bacow acted with good judgment. Though the
SOURCE has occasionally been at odds with the way the past presidents pandered to leftists and disparaged our journal, we wish John
DiBiaggio farewell. Let us all hope for a prosperous and just new
era under Lawrence Bacow.

SLAM Dancing

A

new group of Tufts students, the Student Labor Action
Movement, or “SLAM,” is the latest in a long line of fringe
liberal groups who claim to be fighting for the welfare of the
disenfranchised when, in actuality, their efforts will lead to the
detriment of those they seek to help. At the heart of the leftists’
latest pet project are the OneSource workers who perform many of
the custodial duties at Tufts. SLAM argues that the workers should
be paid a “living wage” that would provide for the workers’
necessities like housing, childcare, and insurance. However, given
the high rental rates in the Boston area, a “living” wage could be
as high as $10.25 an hour or more. By their logic, a janitor should
be paid as much as an accountant’s assistant or a nurse’s aide.
However, if highly skilled labor is not paid more than unskilled

labor, what is the incentive for people to continue their education
to achieve more skilled professions? It would be easier to just be a
janitor rather than going to school for an additional year to be a
comparably paid EMT, for instance. SLAM has somehow perverted
the meaning of “fair” and “just” to mean equality of outcome, rather
than opportunity.
SLAM’s other demands defy common sense and simple economics. For instance, SLAM insists that the Tufts administration
provide both job security for its employees and “treat them with
dignity and humanity,” even though SLAM’s demands are an
affront to these ideals. Research has shown that a forced increase in
wages leads to an even greater augmentation in unemployment. For
example, one study by researchers William Wascher, senior economist with the Federal Reserve System in Washington, and David
Neumark of Michigan State University examined fast-food restaurant payroll data from New Jersey and Pennsylvania both before and
after a wage hike. Not surprisingly, Wascher and Neumark found a
nearly 5 percent drop in employment during the same period. If
SLAM’s scheme succeeds, Tufts will be no exception. Higher wages
for the few will mean fewer jobs for the many.

Peace Sells... But Who's Buying?

O

ver the past few years, America has been moving towards a
Middle East policy that embraces the idea of equivalence.
According to this doctrine, the Israelis and Palestinians are equal
partners in the current violence, as they were previously considered
partners in peace. However, despite what is portrayed in the media,
this philosophy has been proven time and again to be incorrect.
The central problem with the equivalency doctrine is the
assumption that Palestinian leadership genuinely desires peace.
This is far from the truth. Under the previous Israeli administration, Arafat was offered an ideal land-for-peace offer. However, any deal that would not put Arafat atop of a Palestinian
despotism stretching from the Jordan to the Mediterranean was
not good enough. This was no surprise to realists, who unlike
the European and American media, have not ignored the hatefilled propaganda urging the destruction of Israel that spouts
out of Palestinian Authority TV, radio, and even school textbooks.
Purveyors of the equivalence doctrine are also fond of
comparing Palestinian and Israeli violence. However, there is
a clear moral difference in the tactics of the two sides. While
Palestinian civilians are often killed, their deaths are always
accidental. It is an unfortunate consequence of war, which has
been amplified by the practice of Palestinians placing themselves and their children in harm's way in the hope of being
martyred. When Israeli civilians and children die, they are the
targets. It is the difference between manslaughter and murder,
a distinction that should not be taken lightly.
Each day, the prospect of war in the Middle East seems
more and more inevitable. If and when this day comes, America
must abandon its doctrine of equivalence and set aside its role
as arbitrator. We must stand for democracy and freedom and
against tyranny and terror. If the only way to accomplish this
❑
is through war, then so be it.
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Fortnight in Review

SM

Comedy is allied to Justice.
—Aristophanes

Cough Cough India Cough.”

PS A female officer at the U.S. Southern Command complained in
a letter to the Defense Department that mandatory training jogs

PS After a gay porn star alleged that he had an affair with presumably demean slow runners. In a letter from the Pentagon, Secretary Rumsfeld
straight actor Tom Cruise, Cruise sued the actor for $100 million.
After the suit was announced, Cruise was heard saying, “Gay? How
the hell many times did I screw my wife onscreen?”

responded, “Get your fat ass in shape, hillbilly.”

PS Movie-going liberals got a laugh when Charlton Heston uttered
what appeared to be an anti-gun line in this summer’s “Planet of the

PS Moral authority Jesse Jackson reprimanded carmaker Toyota for Apes.” Though he was upset realizing he’d been duped, Heston said
producing an ad featuring a smiling black man with a Toyota carved
into his gold tooth. In their defense, Toyota representatives noted
that ads featuring the man with a “TOYOTA” jailhouse tattoo were
never run.

he felt better after he shot three rare silverback gorillas with a highpowered Uzi.

PS The SOURCE reminds our native New Yorker readers to do their
civic duty: don’t forget to remind the New York State Sex Offender

PS Georgia Senator Zell Miller accused Defense Secretary Donald Registry that Bill Clinton now works in Harlem.
Rumsfeld of bigotry when he publicly used the term “hillbilly.”
Miller told C-SPAN, “Whan I heered that, I gull dern near swallered
mah chaw!”

PS A Canadian feminist group is petitioning the government to
change the national anthem, which they say excludes women in the
line “True patriot love in all Thy sons command.” The line “Misogyny is for hosers, eh” will be added.

PS The U.S. Consulate in India was bombarded by protestors who
were offended that President Bush’s cat, whose name is India, is
featured on the White House website. Bush has since renamed his cat
“Overpopulated Third World Nation Which Shall Remain Nameless

PS Top Ten Things That "No" Means (Other Than "No")
10. "Yes"
9. "Faster"
8. "First let's get my roommate into the hallway"
7. "You're ugly"
6. "You're Larry Harris"
5. "Kiss my ass, culture reps"
4. "I'm a lesbian"
3. "Not until you shower, hippie"
2. "Let's get to the backseat first"
1. "Shouldn't I be drunk?"

PS Deep in the woods of
California’s Angeles Nation
Forest, investigators found
$16 million worth of marijuana plants. Officials say they
found the contraband garden
by following squirrels, deer,
and rabbits back to their nests
after trips to nearby convenience stores to buy Funyuns.

PS Dozens of junkies have
been found dead after overdosing on the high-powered
painkiller OxyContin. DEA
officials note, however that
the drug is not related to the
chemical that has been killing
DC interns called OxyCondit.

PS Newark, NY village police were dispatched to a local
ballpark one day this summer
to find 24 ceramic lawn
gnomes placed about the field.
The police collected the lawn
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gnomes without incident until one resisted arrest and was shot 40
times.

PS After two men robbed a West Palm Beach, Florida bank, they
threw money into the streets to create a diversion. About a dozen
people ran after the money, including a mother who left her baby in
a stroller on the sidewalk to run into the street. “This money will pay
for my baby’s college education,” said the mother, “if I can find her.”

PS Women in the 600-resident Turkish village of Sirt are refusing
to have sex with their husbands until
the town’s men fix the village’s water
system. It remains to be seen whether
the men would rather drink polluted
water or have sex with Turkish women.

PS A Panama City Hooters waitress
who won a contest to see who could
sell the most beer is suing her boss,
who promised the first place winner
a Toyota but instead gave her a toy
Yoda. The second place winner was
promised a date with country music
star Heywood Jablowme.

PS Beginning this summer, Singapore Airlines international passengers will be able to play ”In-flight Trivia
Challenge” against the plane’s other passengers. Singapore
Airlines Ambassadors Club cardholders will start with 50
extra points.

PS And at the end of each round, the passenger with the
lowest point total will be taken into the galley and brutally
caned.

QUOTE OF THE FORTNIGHT
“I don’t think guys ought to be wearing earrings. I
think kids who put metal in their tongues are
idiots. Parents ought to be there talking to their
kids and saying, ‘You know what kind of fool you
look like with an earring? If God had wanted you
to wear earrings, he’d have made you a girl.'"
-Alabama governor Don Siegelman

THE PRIMARY SOURCE Townie-to-English Dictionary
A guide to the quaint lingo of your new Massachusetts neighbors

jimmies: chocolate sprinkles
butts: cigarettes
dungarees: blue jeans
package store (packie): liquor store
three-decker: triple-story three-family house
clambake: steamed shellfish feast (nothing baked)
bubblah: water fountain
spa: local pizza joint
tonic: soda
brown bread: baked good in a can opened at both ends
and pushed out; served with beans
frappe: milkshake with ice cream
rotary: roundabout
chowdah: creamy soup, no tomatoes
grindah: submarine sandwich; hoagie; hero
wicked: very
pissah: excellent
wicked pissah: better than anything you have ever
experienced
seniddah: murderer

T: subway
Hahvid: wheyah the smaht kids go; a stop on the T
Reveyah: resort town on Blue Line
Dot: Dorchester
Pru: the Prudential Center
@&!$%?#: New York Yankees
Mumbles: the mayah
Jane Swift: the govinah
Emma Fay: the Museum of Fine Ahts
Nomah: cuter than Derek
The Monster: the green left-field wall in Fenway Pahk
The Curse: the 83 years since Babe Ruth was traded
during which the Sox haven't won a World Series
The Pats: The New England Patriots football team
Evacuation Day: March 17th, the day the British
evacuated Boston during the Revolution
Patriots’ Day: April 19th, the day of the Battle of
Lexington & Concord
Bunker Hill Day: June 17th, the day of the Battle of
Bunker Hill
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Before entering student government,
be sure you have plenty of time to waste.

Legislative Logjam
by Adam Biacchi

W

elcome to Tufts student government, the Dean of Students Office chose
where nary a month goes by without TheElectionsBoard@tufts.edu. Little did
another half-witted piece of legislature or anyone know that the Elections Board
round of pointless squabbling and infight- (ELBO), at the prodding of everyone's faing over trivial matters that the vast major- vorite Trustee Representative Jesse Levey,
ity of the campus cares nothing about. High- would take exception to the e-mail and
lights from recent years include wasting postpone the referendum until the next time
hours of students’ and administrators’ time— ELBO would hold an election in Septemnot to mention pages of space in the Daily— ber. When outgoing TCU President and
fighting over exactly how many students liberal stalwart David Moon learned of the
attend the university, proposing a rule which decision, he immediately sprung into acwould force all student groups to attend tion, pulling strings to contact Dean Reitman
organizational meetings for fear of being and explain the situation. Moon knew, as
defunded, and
many others did,
Studentgovernmentmustservethe
securing several
that not enough
thousand dollars
students would
students,andmakinginane
of student activibe voting in Separguments in hopes of stopping the
ties funds for a fortember to garner
eign country. Yet
20% of the
wheels of political change, whether the
another sad chapstudent body
for good or ill, undermines the
ter in this ignonecessary to pass
minious book
a constitution or
democratic process for which one
was authored at
referenda.
is indebted for one's power.
the end of last
Reitman was unyear when a
aware of the situsingle e-mail igation and immenited another round of infighting en route to diately pledged to remedy the situation by
perhaps the greatest folly in recent Tufts sending a second e-mail explaining that the
history: the ratification of the referendum first message had in fact not come from
granting full Senate voting privileges to ELBO. After deliberating for several hours,
culture representatives, unelected student ELBO decided that the letter contained
officials nominated only because of their partisan statements advocating the passage
race or sexuality.
of the new proposals and would not include
One morning last April, as the clock them on the ballot that day despite Reitman’s
struck 4:00 AM, a dreary Tufts Community second email because “the damage was
Union Judiciary (TCUJ) sat listening to all done.” In response, Moon filed a complaint
sides argue their cases in an abandoned with the TCUJ and everyone met in Wren
Wren Hall lounge. The day before the vote, Hall at 2:00 AM for a great show of inane
Dean of Students Bruce Reitman sent an e- squabbling and rhetoric.
mail to the entire student body reminding
Admittedly, ELBO’s job is nearly as
them of the pending election. As is the case difficult as it is thankless; however, ELBO
with mass e-mails, the sender must make up needs to understand that they would do well
a fake address to dispatch it; unfortunately, to stay out of the nitpicky bickering that
tends to pervade our student government.
Mr. Biacchi is a junior majoring in
Obviously, if a severe breach of fairness
Chemistry and Environmental Studies.
occurs during an election, then ELBO must
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take whatever actions are necessary to rectify the situation, but whether a mass email
that does not contain any conclusively erroneous statements warrants such extreme
action is another question. ELBO did a
good job handling the accusations of ballot-stuffing that occurred during the election, keeping their cool, and determining
that the alleged tampering did not matter
statistically. Having a set of bylaws with
established procedures for handling complications that may arise would have helped
ELBO immeasurably last year. Hopefully,
with a new set of bylaws, come Election Day
less arguing will occur.
Concerning the infamous letter that
sparked this flurry of needless debate, nowhere does it say that the Dean of Students
cannot send e-mails to the students concerning elections. It’s perfectly within Dean
Reitman’s power to send weekly e-mails
concerning alpine soy farming, Hungarian
goulash recipes, or referendum announcements, for that matter. That said, considering the outcome of his involvement last
year, Dean Reitman will likely avoid any
further direct entanglement in controversial student affairs. Furthermore, when someone claims that a letter is partisan because it
contains the phrase “a lot has changed at
this university since (1996),” it’s a good
sign that they are wasting your time. Levey
is no stranger to wasting people’s time with
inconsequential complaints about proper
procedure, or in this case, the name at the top
of an e-mail. Realistically, no one cares if
the e-mail came from ELBO or not. For
Levey to think that someone would change
his vote because ELBO sent it is ludicrous,
and for ELBO to think that would be arrogant. More likely Levey truly objected to
the e-mail because it encouraged everyone
to go out to vote, therefore reducing the
chances that the constitution and referenda
would be killed by not receiving the necessary participation of 20% of the student
body.
By all means, the constitution and both
admendments should have failed. Giving
power to culture representatives ranks with
free speech zones as the most anti-democratic measure in Tufts’ history, and despite
what the second amendment asserted, belief
is not the same as identity. Student government must serve the students, however, and
making inane arguments in hopes of stopping
the wheels of political change, whether for
good or ill, undermines the democratic pro❑
cess for which one is indebted for one's power.❑
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It Doesn’t Matter What Your Name Is!
A quick-study guide to the Tufts personalities—friends and enemies—whose names you’ll
certainly see pop up in our pages this year.

As the new TCU Senate president, Eric Greenberg can perhaps most aptly be described as the
greater of two evils. As a Student Of Color in the political sense, Greenberg pushed for the illadvised constitutional amendment that gave TCU culture representatives a full vote in the Senate
and preaches a “curricular diversification initiative,” as if a bulletin that lists “The Latino In
Cinematic Imagination” and “Black American Women Writers” is somehow not diverse enough.

At the forefront of the campus crusade against capitalism is Adam Carlis. Carlis is white, middle class,
and sorry, with a mouth dwarfed in size only by his ego. Carlis can be found at the forefront of every
politically correct cause, and woe betide those who accidentally step between Carlis and a camera. Many
wonder how this Czar of Campus Communism finds time to do so much protesting while still maintaining
his GPA. The answer? Carlis saves 10 minutes every morning by not showering.
Carlis’ partner-in-crime-and-God-knows-what-else Lou Esparza is the editor of the Radix, Tufts’ new lefty political magazine
that doesn’t have a Chinaman’s chance of surviving as long as the SOURCE. To his credit, Esparza occasionally showers.
As the new TCU Treasurer, Ben Lee controls the near-million-dollar student activities fee and
as such the financial fate of every student organization, including this one. A rakishly handsome man, Lee not only does quite well with the ladies but also has been said to possess the
greatest mind since Einstein’s. Lee should easily fill the shoes—although perhaps not the
blouses—of last year’s treasurer.
Judith Brown leads the only group on campus that can smother the sidewalks, walls, and
telephone polls with offensive sexual graffiti and weatherproof stickers and get away with it:
the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) Center. Do pray that no one writes
homophobic slurs on your dorm’s whiteboards, or she’ll sick Team Q on your hall to decry the
oppression inherent in heterosexual society. Don’t pray for change, or else TTLGBC will take
over an administration building.
As Director of the Womyn’s Center, Peggy Barrett’s favorite activities include promoting the idea that all men are rapists, as
well as taking back the night – who took it from her, we’re not sure, and what she and her band of rabid feminazis plan to do
with the night sans men, we don’t know – but can imagine. Ms. Barrett is also fond of teaching womyn’s studies majors how
not to vacuum and bake pies.
As chair of the TCU Judiciary, Mike Ferenczy rules over the recognition and regulation of student organizations. If you want
to start a new student group, you’ll need his approval. Last year he successfully, if somewhat ambiguously, divined the
meaning of our Non-Discrimination Policy. Its just too bad he’s still afraid to admit he’s a conservative.
Presumably, a new era in Tufts history will be ushered in with the ascension of Lawrence Bacow to the presidency. Out with
the spaghetti, in with the matzo. Hopefully, they will continue to serve alcohol to minors whenever there is a reception at
Gifford House.
Dean of Students Bruce Reitman’s speech code days are
mostly behind him, but our civil liberties are still not far from
his guilty white grasp. If summoned to his office, remember
that you have the right to an attorney. Reitman made a name
for himself in the SOURCE office with utterances like “It’s illegal
to say ‘Fags should die.’ It’s legal to say ‘Gays spread AIDS.’
The Constitution protects that. I don’t know if I want to see Tufts
protect that.”
Try other school food and you’ll agree that Tufts’ food is above average. But we’re
paying through the nose for it thanks to Dining Services director Patti Lee-Klos. Since she has a
monopoly on our dining dollars, her interactions with her customers often leave a bad taste in our mouths.
She’s the jerk rubbing the chicken.
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Many Stories, One Community

BINGO!

!

FREE SPOT!
Speaker trying to
make it look as if
anyone who
disagrees with
him is a racist

INSTRUCTIONS!
The game is simple - after you sit down but before the
speakers open their giant yaps, FILL IN THE BLANK
SQUARES WITH letters between a and x however you
choose. as each one occurs, cross off your letters
until you hit bingo! Then shout out "bingo" or
"capitalism rocks my socks."
12 THE PRIMARY SOURCE, AUGUST 29, 2001
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Fill your board with the following...
A. Black panelist claiming a connection to
Africa even though he’s from Queens
B. Triple entitlement speaker (i.e. a
wheelchair-bound, bisexual Cherokee)
C. Bi-racial speaker claiming she has
experienced twice the racism
D. Guilty white panelist apologizing for
the Caucasian hegemony
E. Token gay speaker warming up the
audience with yuks and giggles for three
minutes before finally announcing his
sexual preference
F. Audience member not buying it

N. Stereotypically effeminate audience
member cheering on the panel with a “You
go, girl!” worthy of the Ricki Lake Show
O. Female speaker with blue hair and
eleven piercings complaining that people
look at her funny
P. Panelist dropping a blatant plug for his
culture house
Q. Any speaker who majors in Peace and
Justice or Women’s Studies
R. Muslim speaker who blames Jews for
the Mid-East crisis (mark any adjacent
square if she is also a Holocaust denier)

G. Audience member playing this game

S. Morbidly obese panelist decrying
unfair standards of female beauty

H. Any speaker who completes his
soliloquy without using the word
“diversity”

T. Row of administrators looking as if
they would like to adopt the panel as their
grandchildren

I. Audience member laughing

U. Token Asian speaker who for some
reason endorses affirmative action
despite its dire consequences for his
people

J. Speaker’s frank use of an ethnic slur
meant to horrify the audience
K. Someone distributing dorm-room door
stickers advertising a hate-free zone
L. Any speaker who admits to being a
practicing Wiccan, Druid, or Satanist
M. Honkey panelist from Westchester,
the Hamptons, or Greenwich trying to
prove he’s “down” by using Ebonics

V. Sycophant audience member trying to
befriend the panelists by asking stomachwrenching questions
W. Empowered womyn suggesting that
females are actually a minority group
X. Speaker, on purpose or spontaneously,
introducing a new PC term for an ethnic
group
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THE PRIMARY SOURCE
Unofficial Guide to Orientation

THE PRIMARY SOURCE takes no responsibility for students who choose not to attend "mandatory" events. Skip at your own risk.
☞ There aren't many events at Tufts that
draw thousands of students without involving public inebriation; this is perhaps the most important reason you should
attend Convocation. While the event has
a tendency to become boring thanks to a
few sappy speeches from administrators,
the candle-lighting ceremony is the traditional rite of passage for new students.
Although missing Convocation is no tragedy, Tufts' lack of traditions make this
freshman welcoming ritual one of the only
unifying moments of our college years.
☞ Tufts' largest club is the Leonard
Carmichael Society, the community service/volunteer group. LCS alone demonstrates that Tufts students are interested in
more than just self-gratifying activities
like boozing and random hook-ups. If you
think being active in the community
means going to Store24 to buy Marlboro
☞ “Why No Means No” is billed as “communicating student to student about dating and sex,” but this “session” is actually an offensive, obnoxious, one-sided,
male-bashing reprogramming session.
First, students are separated into male and
female groups. Second, they sit bored to
tears through corny, predictable skits
about sexual encounters that no reasonable person would classify as “rape,” performed by amateur thespian RAs. Third is a Q&A
situation in which the
unaware audience is
decieved by upperclassmen planted in
the crowd, who ask
disagreeable
quesions and turn the
session into a he-said-she-said, Jerry
Springeresque shouting match. Thus, the
outcome of “No Means No” is intimidation rather than information. You didn’t
come to college to have your intelligence

Lights, then you ought to stop by LCS's
"Make A Difference: Community Service at Tufts."
☞ A cappella: you either love it or you
hate
it.
Your first
trip to see
Tufts' six
oh-so-hip
singing
groups will
decide if you
are a future member of the a cappella cult following. We
recommend you go; although groups like
SQ and Essence get the show off to a slow
start, you might find the Beelzebubs and
Jackson Jills more to your liking. If you
prefer instrumental music, go check out
the concerts by Tufts’ various musical
ensembles.

☞ Your new school boasts some truly
talented actors. Go see both orientation
shows, a straight play by Pen, Paint, and
Pretzels, and a musical by Torn Ticket II,
and sit in the theater where actors like
Hank Azaria once honed
their skills.

What To See

!

insulted, and so if you can find a way to
skip “No Means No,” you’ll thank us for
it.
☞ We’re actually fans of Film Series, but
don’t you want to spend your first days
meeting and greeting your fellow Jumbos
and not sitting in a dark, cramped room
with them silently watching an old movie?
We’d save our first experience with Film
Series until after Orientation...
although we must
admit
that
Gladiator is
worth seeing
if you haven’t
yet.

"

What To Skip

☞ “Brown and Brew Live?” No. “Acoustic Cafe at Hotung?” No. “150th Birthday
Hip-Hop in Dewick?” Wait, let us think...
☞ No.
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☞ Also make sure to get
off campus and explore
your adopted hometown.
“Meet and Greet Boston”
will introduce first-time visitors to Beantown essentials
via trolley. Grab a ticket and you'll avoid
getting lost in Southie without your gat.
☞ You’ve only been here for two days and
you want to leave? Well, head down to
Outcast: The Game Show and compete in
Survivor-like challenges to win a trip for
two to the Bahamas.

☞ A discussion of growth and change?
Give us a break! “Many Stories, One
Community” is propaganda, pure and
simple. Featuring a panel of carefully
screened students representing nearly every race, ethnicity, and sexuality (except
white, American, and straight), “Many
Stories” is meant to warm our hearts but
instead just gives us gas. Don’t believe
the hype—diversity is more than just
skin color and a hug-the-planet
worldview. It also includes diversity of
thought, but you won’t find that with this
fight-the-patriarchy crowd. Unfortunately, like most things you wouldn’t do
if you had the choice, “Many Stories” is
“mandatory.” So if you must go, turn to
Page 12 in this very magazine and play
“Many Stories, One Community Bingo!”
☞ Oh boy! A wall-sized poster of Che
Guevara for only thirty bucks?! I sure am
❑
glad I went to the Orientation Bazaar.❑

Welcome to Tufts, where the men are rapists, the women
are victims, and all minorities are disenfranchised!

Closed Forum
by Megan Liotta

O

is that all freshmen feel insecure at first,
regardless of their personal identities. Fortunately, the class of 2003 had me, a straight,
white, middle-class Christian and future
SOURCE-writer, to stand up and make this
point to the audience and to a rather uncomfortably quiet reception before the forum
microphone was passed to the next freshman who felt the panelists’ pain.
Unquestionably the purpose of “Many
Stories” is to paint the nauseatingly pleasant picture that anyone can conquer his
shortcomings—and everyone else’s, as
well—to evolve into a stronger, wiser, more
tolerant super-student who will effect only
positive change in the world. That sounds
nice, but even the most ardent optimist
knows that this is impossible. Although this
may be thinking way outside the box, the
administration might try to have the panelists focus on the notion that being different
is being one of the crowd. Tufts is famously
diverse, with student leaders from all walks
of life, and the variety of outlooks is what
gives it the potential to be a world class
university. Now students just have to remember to keep their ears open to those
widely deviant points-of-view and to not
succumb to the code of political silence
under pressure from their minority peers.
While minority ego-boosting is hypocritical at worst, it is totally harmless compared to the sentiments forced down freshmen throats during “No Means No.” The

rientation. It is a freshman’s first real this made more readily apparent than durchance to meet his classmates, eat din- ing “Many Stories, One Community.” At
ing hall food, and begin to establish his this gem of the required lectures, students sit
adult idenin a dimly
tity, both on
lit Cohen
campus and
AuditoTufts is famously diverse, with student
in prepararium to lisleaders from all walks of life, and the
tion for the
ten to some
real world.
upperclassvariety of outlooks is what gives it the
The Orienmen, all of
potential to be a world class university.
tation prowhom have
grams will
Now students just have to remember to keep claim to at
undoubtleast two
their ears open to those widely deviant
edly aid him
varieties of
in sorting
minority
points-of-view and to not succumb to the
out the instatus, crow
code of political silence under pressure
evitable
about how
deluge of
from their minority peers.
they maninternal disaged
to
coveries,
overcome
helping him to categorize precisely his the hatred that pervades the world and to
emerging personality in ways of which he become Tufts success stories. They talk
never before dreamed. After all, Tufts has about their insecubeen churning out distinguished graduates rities as minority
since 1852. The administration that coordi- freshman, a distincnates these activities must know something tion that made them
about self-development. Right?
nervous about talkIn the midst of the chaotic first few days ing to new people or
are a number of mandatory seminars for new hesitant about joinstudents. Campus safety, course schedul- ing a club. They
ing, and other subjects of particular impor- evoke sheep-like
tance to students are covered in some of applause with their
these programs. But of all these seminars the tales of courage in
most emphasized do not teach one how to the face of hardship.
operate an emergency window exit or what But after hearing
classes will fulfill one’s pesky world civili- from a bisexual,
zation (read: non-Western civilization) re- black, povertyquirement. Rather, Tufts focuses most heavily stricken female
upon cultural chasms (not harmony) and Wiccan (I swear I am
gender differences (not equality). And all is not making this up),
done in the name of identity.
one begins to realAt Tufts, the road to graduation is paved ize that something
with political correctness, and nowhere is is awry. The vital
point that the semiMiss Liotta is a junior majoring in
nar noticeably over"I am more diverse than thee!"
English.
looks year after year
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atmosphere in Cohen throughout this travesty of collegiate drama can only be described as absurdly hostile. And this hostility isn’t one-sided.
The opening skit portrays a college
woman going back to the dorm room of her
new male friend after a party. After plopping
herself onto his bed and commenting on the
close quarters, she accepts a drink and is
promptly raped despite some “no’s” and a
bit of arm flailing. Then it’s discussion time.
Was it rape? Is she justified in getting upset?
Boys and girls are separated junior-highdance style to discuss their feelings before
reconvening in Cohen to present their opinions. Much to the chagrin, and perhaps even
horror, of the actors, the audiences for at
least the last two years have sided with the
male character, noting that the woman should
have been more aggressive in defending
herself or not gotten herself into such a
precarious situation. Last year’s freshmen
women (even those who were not audience
“plants”) were particularly adamant about
their definition of resistance. They asserted
that the woman in the skit was playing
games and wasn’t a victim of anything but
her own stupidity. The actors perennially
insist that saying “no” should suffice. Again
the ludicrous idealism surfaces. Fortunately,
recent freshmen have not been naïve enough
to buy into such a patently unrealistic
worldview. Imagine the drop in the crime
rate if simply saying “no” would instantly
stop any violent attack.
But the crowning moment of inanity
comes when the female lead gets a hold
of the microphone and proclaims that
every man in the room is a “potential
rapist.” Nevermind that every woman is,
too. And going by these credentials, everyone is also a potential auto thief, circus clown, and Phillip Morris CEO. Perhaps instead of resorting to utterly unfounded and preposterous labeling, the
actors could foster an intelligent discussion on the legal definition of rape and
safety precautions people should take
and give students the resource information to take self-defense classes. Alas,
absolutely nothing constructive comes
out of this waste of an hour, except for
freshmen class bonding as they federate
to take on their obstinate elders.
So the first glorious moments at Tufts
are spent getting yelled at for being a
white male. Get used to it. There are four
❑
more years ahead.

The United States isn't the only nation not ratifying
the Kyoto Protocol.

Why Kyoto Won't Sign
The Kyoto Protocol
by Gerard Balan

W

hen President Bush backed out of the bered by former skeptics who now accept
Kyoto Treaty, he dealt a major set- the overwhelming weight of accumulated
back to planet-saving schemes of the treaty’s evidence…These [United Nations] scienso-called environmentalist supporters. Had tists concluded–almost unanimously–that
the President not wisely snubbed Kyoto, global warming is real and the time to act is
such environmennow.”
Despite
talists would have
Gore’s claim, one
When you cut through the
succeeded only in
does not have to
s p r e a d i n g
rhetoric, emotional pleas, and look far to find sciCalifornia’s blackentists who dispute
apocalyptic predictions, one
outs to other states,
the global warming
for such drastic
theory. As Richard
realizes that this entire
cuts to carbon diLindzen, a profescontroversy is based on a
oxide emissions
sor of meteorology
would have caused
at MIT, can attest,
statistical hiccup: the
many power plants
“there is very little
temperature of some parts of
to either slow down
consensus” among
or shut down enEarth rose a mere half a degree experts in the field.
tirely. Studies done
“[Scientists] don’t
in the last hundred years.
during the Clinton
know whether temadministration esperatures will contimate that impletinue to rise,
menting Kyoto would have cut the rate of whether human intervention has anything
U.S. growth by one half and, in doing so, to do with the increase, and whether cutting
hurt poor nations more than rich ones. Lib- greenhouse emissions will significantly cut
erals, however, argue that such a risk is
justified in order to reduce global warming,
the theory that fossil fuel carbon dioxide
waste is augmenting the temperature of
Earth. They argue that catastrophes such as
disease, floods, or vast increases in homicides and assaults will occur unless global
warming is addressed.
Interestingly, amidst all the emotional
rhetoric and scare tactics, many people actually believe that global warming is occurring. For over ten years, the notion of global
warming has been taught as fact in schools,
universities, and particularly in the leftleaning media. In his book Earth In the
Balance, Al Gore boldly claims that “the
theory of global warming will not be disproved, and the skeptics are vastly outnumMr. Balan is a junior majoring in
Psychology.
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A cause of global warming?

temperatures … What [they] do know is the
temperature is always changing for the
Earth—going up or going down. It has done
both, and that doesn’t say that it’s due to
carbon dioxide.”
As Lizden asserts, satellite data has
indicated a slight cooling in the climate
during the last two decades. These satellites
use advanced technology and are not subject to the “heat island” effect around major
cities that has been shown to alter the groundbased thermometers that environmentalists
use as evidence. In fact, the only measurements apparently supporting the global
warming theory are surface temperature
records from urban areas. These data, however, were collected in cities that cover only
a tiny fraction of the Earth’s surface, and
therefore is not representative of global
temperatures. Furthermore, according to
Accu-Weather, the world’s leading commercial weather forecaster, “global air temperatures as measured by land-based weather
stations show an increase of about 0.45
degrees Celsius over the past century. This
may be no more than normal climatic
variation…[and] several biases in the data
may be responsible for some of this increase.” When you cut through the rhetoric,
emotional pleas, and apocalyptic predictions, one realizes that this entire controversy is based on a statistical hiccup: the
temperature of some parts of Earth rose a
mere half a degree in the last hundred years.
Even if one were to play Devil’s Advocate and give pro-global warming theorists
the benefit of the doubt, the Kyoto Protocol
hardly seems to be a rational answer to this
supposed problem. For instance, it does not
take into account other major sources of
carbon dioxide emissions. Active volcanoes spew out hundreds of tons more CO2
than humans ever could; fluctuations in

ocean phytoplankton levels also effect CO2 United States entirely responsible for solvlevels. Nor does it take into account other ing this alleged problem when statistically
substances that may cause a minor increase we are doing the least damage. Not surprisin temperature, particularly non-carbon di- ingly, it appears that the true consequences
oxide greenhouse gases such as chlorofluo- of Kyoto would be assaulting the American
rocarbons and methane. One must wonder economy rather that saving Earth from a firewhat the true motives of “environmentalists” and-brimstone destruction.
are in advocating this faulty agreement.
The spirit of Kyoto is infected with
The treaty has a deceptively simple what environmentalists call the “precauformula: cut greenhouse gas emissions by 5 tionary principle.” This is the idea that
percent. As reanothing should
sonable as this
be used, sold,
The rest of the world holds the
figure sounds, it
emitted or othUnited States entirely responsible erwise approved
refers to a 1990
base. By 2010,
by the world’s
for solving this alleged problem
this
figure
governments
when statistically we are doing
would mean a
unless it is
reduction of 30
proven safe. If
least of the damage. Not
to 40 percent for
we had applied
surprisingly, it appears that the
the
United
that cowering
States by ratrue consequences of Kyoto would standard in the
tioning fuels or
past, we would
be assaulting the American
by raising ennot have openergy prices
heart surgery,
economy rather that saving the
sharply. Ironithe combustion
Earthfromafire-and-brimstone
cally, most CO2
engine, penicillin, skyscrapers,
pollution emisdestruction.
or Viagra. Insions do not occur in the United States, but in developing deed, too much caution can do even more
nations, particularly in South and Central damage than a lack of caution. Pouring
America. Logically, environmentalists billions upon billions of dollars in addition
should target these nations in decreasing to the exorbitant amount already spent durtheir carbon dioxide pollution. However, ing the Clinton administration to reduce the
not only would the treaty not force these theoretical risks of global warming means
countries to cut energy use at all, they would fewer resources for the real and deadly envireceive financial subsidies. With the excep- ronmental risks that now plague underdetion of Romania, none of the European veloped nations—malaria, cholera, and the
hypocrites who balked at President Bush for AIDS epidemic, for example. Ultimately,
abandoning the treaty or Japan have ratified the defeat of the Kyoto Treaty is not only a
Kyoto. In other words, all of Europe and major blow to the environmentalists’ antieven Kyoto itself knows that the Kyoto capitalist, anti-American crusade but is also
Protocol is bad news despite what they shout a great triumph of economic and techno❑
in public. Yet the rest of the world holds the logical prosperity over austerity.

Cars and trees coexist happily in this capitalist paradise.
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Experimenting on embryos takes the
"human" out of "humanity."

In Utero
by Nick Abraham
“The issue of research involving stem cells determines how the taxpayers’ money is
derived from human embryos is increas- spent, but also because the federal governingly the subject of a national debate and ment is the largest financial supporter of
dinner table discussions. The issue is con- biomedical research in the world. Thus, fedfronted every day in laboratories … the eral funding allows more research at a faster
issue is debated within the church, with pace. While Bush’s decision allows federal
people of different faiths, even many of the funding for limited research, private compasame faith, coming to different conclusions.” nies are unaffected by his decision and may
o began President Bush’s speech to the continue to create stem cells and conduct indenation regarding
pendent research.
federal funding for
Politically this
If we are to believe that these decision
embryonic stem cell
was a noresearch. Leaders of
embryos are less than human win for Bush no
nations, priests, and
matter what he conand follow the logic of
scientists have hotly
cluded. During his
contested this issue for
sacrificing the subhuman for presidential camquite some time.
Bush opposed
humanity, then the government paign,
Stem cells come
federal funding “that
should endorse medical
from the inner cell
involved the destrucmass of a blastocyst,
of live human
experiments on fetuses to be tion
the term for a fertilembryos.” But emoized egg roughly
aborted or death row inmates tional letters describfour days after coning the possible benjust before execution.
ception. These cells
efits of stem cell reare undifferentiated,
search, Democratic
meaning they have the potential to develop congressmen, and even some from Bush’s
into any cell in the body, including heart inner circle lobbied the President, who evencells, blood cells or even brain cells. The tually changed his stance and compromised.
scientific community hopes that with re- He desperately wanted to please conservasearch, they will be able to prompt these tives and liberals, yet both sides walked
undifferentiated cells to develop into spe- away disappointed.
cific cells for use in tissue replacement.
In his speech, Bush stated two fundaPeople with degenerative diseases or injuries, mental questions he wrestled with before
such as Christopher Reeve and Michael J. Fox, making his decision: “First, are these frozen
see this research as the road to recovery.
embryos human life and therefore someAs a result of private research, sixty stem thing precious to be protected? And second,
cell lines, or genetically diverse groups of if they’re going to be destroyed anyway,
stem cells, exist. These stem cells were taken should they be used for a greater good?” The
from embryos that had already been destroyed. first question evokes the central question of
President Bush decided to limit federal funds the abortion debate. Yet, regardless of what
to only these existing stem cells lines be- trimester one believes a fetus becomes a
cause “the life-and-death decision has al- human life worth protecting, which is at
ready been made.” Bush’s decision carries birth for some, the potential for life in its
considerable weight not only because it earliest stages should be guarded just as
Mr. Abraham is a sophomore who has not preciously as life itself. After all, every single
embryo has the potential to grow into a fully
yet declared a major.

S
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functional human being. If you are still not
convinced, ask yourself what the difference
is between killing an ant and killing a human. Most people of the world do believe a
difference exists. The presence of a soul, the
basic scientific or spiritual ingredients of
humanity, seems to be the most obvious
difference. Many can look at a sonogram
image of a fully developed baby inside the
womb and conclude that the child has a
soul. Most will also agree that a being either has
or does not have a soul; in other words, having
half a soul is impossible. Does a baby develop
a soul at one month, five months, or even eight
months? It makes the most sense that the soul,
whatever one may consider that to be, is imparted to the baby at the moment of conception,
when all the genetic material for a fully developed human being exists. Therefore, if the soul
exists at the moment of conception, then embryos deserve the same protection as walking,
talking human beings.
The second fundamental question Bush
considered was whether embryos that are going to be destroyed anyway should serve some
higher purpose. He decided that researchers
should earmark embryos that would otherwise
be discarded for the higher purpose of saving
other human lives. The utilitarian argument
here is that the greater good that might be
accomplished by permitting this research
outweighs a supposed minor wrong. Firstly,
remember that the benefits of this research are
only speculated and not certain. Quite recently scientists heralded the promise of fetal
tissue research as a possible miracle cure, but
that research has yet to live up to expectations.
Secondly, if we are to believe that these embryos are less than human and follow the logic
of sacrificing the subhuman for humanity,
then the government should endorse medical
experiments on fetuses to be aborted or death
row inmates just before execution. Surely the
benefits these experiments provide mankind
outweigh any possible moral wrong, and
besides, they are going to die anyway right?
Stem cell research lures many with the
hope of a new lease on life, but this research
crosses too many ethical and moral boundaries. Without a doubt, medical science is
sliding down this slippery slope of ethics
and technology. While most critics say this
type of talk is always heard as new technology becomes available, the rate of new discovery and technological explosion has
reached a breakneck pace. We must understand where we are headed and not simply
❑
hop on for the ride.
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"Keep your laws off my biotech research!"

Stem Cells for Everyone!
by Andrew Gibbs

G

overnment has perfected the art of swin- this is tantamount to murder. Life starts at
dling its citizens. First it collects taxes the moment of conception, and an embryo
from citizens at the point of a gun, then it is a living human being, they assert. Accordjerks them around about how to spend it. Stir ingly, their complaint is that government is
in an army of holy rollers who seek to dictate funding scientists to destroy human life.
their morals to the general population, and
If a doctor kills a newborn child moit’s a recipe for disaster. Long ago, wise ments after birth, few would disagree this is
statesmen concluded that only a fool would murder. Subsequently, killing the baby a
combine church and state. Then along came few moments before it exits the womb is also
George W. Bush, just that fool. First he murder. Consider now the other extreme.
distributed copious
When a woman ovuamounts of governlates but does not
Imposition of ideologies and
ment money to reliconceive, she is not
gious charities.
with murmorals is nothing new, and usually charged
Sure, this made a foul
der. Nor does a man
government serves as an avenue commit several milmockery of the Constitution, but the remurders every
for accomplishing those ends. Just lion
ligious
zealots
time he ejaculates.
ask Galileo about the scienceloved it and lauded
Does it make sense
Dubya for being
to say that it is murreligion-governmenttriad.
such a compassionder to terminate a
ate conservative.
zygote moments afEncouraged by Bush’s sponsorship of reli- ter conception? Most would say no. Apply
gion, the zealots redoubled their efforts and the intermediate value theorem to these two
shifted their focus to one of their favorite facts, and one concludes that in some gray
pastimes: persecuting scientists.
area between conception and birth the blob
Imposition of ideologies and morals is of cells turns into a human being. The quesnothing new, and usually government serves tion is when. A few weeks after conception
as an avenue for accomplishing those ends. the embryo has maJust ask Galileo about the science-religion- tured into somegovernment triad. The battle of the day thing that looks like
involves the rights to secure federal funding a tadpole. Is this a
for research involving embryonic stem cells. human? Probably
This particular topic brings to the forefront not. A few months
one of most hotly debated topics in all of after conception the
history: abortion. How did abortion get embryo starts to
dragged into this mess? Embryonic stem eerily resemble a
cells represent a vault of scientific knowl- person. Is this a huedge that could be tapped for unimaginably man? It’s getting
beneficial medical technology. However, harder to say no, but
harvesting embryonic stem cells requires it’s not quite clear.
destroying the embryo whence they come. From a scientific
Members of certain religious faiths believe standpoint the gray
area seems to be
Mr. Gibbs is a senior majoring in
somewhere in the
Computer Science.
second trimester.
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Fortunately for practitioners of common
sense, the matter of harvesting embryonic
stem cells for science is a fairly straightforward one. Cells are harvested when the
embryo is five to seven days old. At this age
the embryo is a blastocyst, a hollow sphere
of about 100 cells. Only a brain thoroughly
washed by fundamentalism would consider
this to be a human being.
Alas, religious fundamentalism is alive
and well, and holds substantial sway in
today’s government. Conservatism has two
branches: the true conservatives, and the
moral conservatives. The former are concerned chiefly with freedom and personal
responsibility; the latter are concerned with
proselytization and giving the former a bad
name. President Bush recently said that it is
important that “we pay attention to the
moral concerns of the new frontier.” Any
leader that brings up morals should make
the American people afraid. Science has
stumbled upon a gold mine that may confer
miraculous benefits to humanity, and Bush
simply plays politics. Bible thumpers constitute a big chunk of Bush’s voters, and
consequently he is playing along with them.
Historically, major religions such as Catholicism have opposed medical research of
any kind, going as far back as their condemnation of performing autopsies. Some religions are just outright opposed to science, as
anyone who has argued evolution with a creationist knows. Where does one draw the line
between morality and cultist superstition?
One really need not speak of fundamentalism and hypocrisy as distinct elements;
they are simply one and the same. Religious
people are upset about their tax dollars
being used to fund research to which they
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are morally opposed. On the other hand, it’s
perfectly acceptable to sponsor faith-based
religious charity initiatives with government money. If they get to spend the tax
dollars of atheists and agnostics on telling
the world that Jesus loves them, then the
atheists and agnostics should get to engage
in some punitive embryo destroying and
have the government pick up the tab. It’s
only fair. Bishop Joseph Fiorenza, president of the U.S. conference of Catholic Bishops has stated that “the tradeoff [Bush] has
announced is morally unacceptable. It allows our nation’s research center to cultivate a disrespect for human life.” When
exactly healing sick or damaged tissue came
under the umbrella of “disrespecting human
life” is not quite clear. Perhaps the statement
rests solely upon the fallacious anti-choice
rhetoric.
It’s a fine little mess into which the
government has gotten itself. Bush has
placed upon the gushing chest wound that
is this moral dilemma a Mickey Mouse
Band-Aid. Scientists can obtain embryonic
stem cell cultures for federally funded research, but only from a handful of cultures
for which the fetuses have already been
destroyed. The religious right is in a tizzy
because they feel the ruling does not go far
enough, and the scientists are panicking
because the scarcity of cultures will cause a
flood of research proposals. What’s the real
problem? Virtually all medical research is
performed in government funded labs and
universities. Thus, government has a
stranglehold on the money, and religious
groups have a stranglehold on government.
The solution is simply less government. Not
once does the Constitution make mention of
a moral code or sponsorship of science. These
are activities best left to private individuals.
Take government out of the equation.
In this complex world, there will forever exist issues for which there can be no
resolution. Yet government perpetually
spoon feeds citizens a one-size-fits-all universal solution. This inevitably results in
the trampling of freedoms. Government
would best serve the people by ceasing its
attempts to regulate everything under the
sun. Embryonic stem cell research is a worthwhile endeavor, but some religious people
are too blinded by faith to see the benefits.
Let the people voluntarily participate in the
causes they support and eschew the causes
that they don’t. There is a need for basic
government: protection of life and property,
❑
and avenues for free trade but nothing more.❑

books
R

eading a recent issue of The New Republic, many American progressives
were stunned by an article by John
McWhorter condemning the movement
for slavery reparations. The UC Berkeley
linguist penned a blistering condemnation of reparations that makes David
Horowitz look downright liberal. More
disturbing to the Left than the author’s
opinion, however, is his race—McWhorter
is a black conservative.
Black or white, anyone on the Left side of
the race debate will find
still more to loathe in
McWhorter’s latest book
Losing the Race. Mindful of the reproach his
assertion will no doubt elicit, the author
plainly tells black Americans their biggest
obstacle to success is themselves.
According to McWhorter, three
mindsets are responsible for the social,
academic, and political underperformance
of his race: Victimology, Separatism, and
Anti-Intellectualism. The first is the notion that blacks suffer because of racism.
Not so, says McWhorter, who points to
economic progress in the black community and changing attitudes among whites.
Tragedies such as the assault on Abner
Louima are not part of a continuing racist
epidemic but remnants of intolerance
pushed to the fringes of society. “Every
time a black person outside of a ghetto
calls herself oppressed because of scattered inconveniences, as opposed to the
brute horrors that our ancestors lived with
daily,” McWhorter says, “she is saying
that Thurgood Marshall and Martin Luther
King didn’t accomplish anything but get
some signs taken off some water fountains
and allow us to sit where we want to on the
bus. That, if you ask me, is sacrilege.”
Separatism, the notion that blacks are
exempt from mainstream rules and expectations, and Anti-Intellectualism are linked
in the author’s mind as evidence that affirmative action does more harm than good.
“For thoroughly middle-class black people
who went to solid schools and do not even
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Losing The Race:
Self-Sabotage In Black America
by John McWhorter
Free Press, $24.00, hardcover
ISBN 0-684-83669-6
consider themselves to have suffered any
appreciable racism, to feel no condescension in being boosted up academic ladders
via set-asides demonstrates vestiges of a
sense of scholarly as a fundamentally separate realm,” McWhorter says. Citing examples from his own teaching experience,
the professor says even middle-class
blacks underachieve in school because
scholastic success is seen as a white trait.
Black bookworms are
teased as “oreos,” and discouraged from scholarly
pursuits.
Losing the Race is a striking departure from
McWhorter’s previous
works, which focus entirely on linguistic theory. Thus, one of the
strongest chapters in the book is the author’s
skillful defense of black English (commonly called “Ebonics”), which is commonly misidentified as slang or “bad English.” Unlike other defenders of the vernacular, however, McWhorter insists that
the academic shortcomings of American
blacks should not be remedied by using
Ebonics in public schools. Children raised
in dialects around the world are nonetheless educated successfully in their
country’s standard language, he notes. To
insist that blacks be schooled in black
English infantalizes them and only reinforces the notion that blacks must be treated
differently to excel.
Because black conservatives are a rare
breed, McWhorter cannot help but share
arguments with his predecessors, notably
Shelby Steele. Yet the Berkeley linguist is
armed with new examples of racial oversensitivity (such as the infamous Washington “niggardly” incident), and he excels in mixing street-wise attitude with
academic rhetoric. McWhorter seems
poised to lead a new generation of black
conservatives thanks, to his keen wit and
common sense. “The last thing I want to
convey is that life is perfect for black
people in America,” he writes. But is liberal America ready to accept that things
aren’t as bad as they seem?
- Joshua Martino

Is liberal America
ready to accept that
things aren't as bad
as they seem?

How to Succeed at Tufts
(Without Really Trying)

N

ew Jumbos arrive on the Hill overflowing with questions that peer leaders
and guidebooks just can’t answer. Enter THE
PRIMARY SOURCE. For twenty years freshmen
have relied on us for honest answers, for we
believe there are no stupid questions, only
stupid people (see Coalition for Social Justice and Non-Violence). Hey, we were freshmen once. With that in mind, here is some
advice from your friendly neighborhood
conservatives and libertarians.
How to choose your classes:
The most important thing is that you
avoid the politically correct classes. You’ve
seen PCU. While Tufts has yet to replace the
Math Department with Bisexual Asian Studies, you will find departments with dubious
academic missions, such as Peace and Justice Studies and Women’s Studies.
Even in more traditional departments you’ll find courses tainted
with a PC worldview. Witness
History 001: Men,
Women, & the Patriarchy. Rest assured that the
men mentioned in this
class will all be disparaged while the women
are exalted.
Register
for
courses that interest you. You
can always find courses to kill requirements that you will want to attend.
Nonetheless, it’s better to get those required
courses out of the way during your first four
semesters. Those fun electives are easier to
sign up for once you’re an upperclassman.
How to pick easy courses:
Ask us! E-mail the S OURCE at
source@listproc.tufts.edu, and we’ll rush
you a copy of our Fall 2001 Course Review
Guide, free of charge.
How to challenge the patriarchy:
Take cooking courses. Learn the individual advantages of the standard and upright model vacuum cleaners. Put out.

How to find the party:
Your best bet: start your own. There’s no
better time than 20 people crammed into
10x10 dorm room. If you go out to fraternities,
arrive after 11. Before then, the only people at
the party are brothers and the moochers who
just can’t get enough free drinks.
How to get into the party:
If the party is crowded, a group of just
guys won’t get in. Men accompanied by women are more
likely to get the nod. Especially if the ladies are wearing
signs that say, “I’m drunk and
easy.”
How to join the SOURCE:
We have meetings every
Tuesday night at 9:00pm in the
Zamparelli Room in the Campus
Center. Come one, come all. Or email
us
at
source@listproc.tufts.edu.
How to get a good meal:
Shet yo’ mouth! Tufts
cafeteria food is damn good,
as cafeteria food goes, Generally Dewick is better for dinner, and Carmichael is better
for lunch. On holidays and special occasions the quality of the
food improves. Check the menu for these
events and remember that on Parents’ Weekend, Dining Services
cooks to impress.
Off campus, try
Redbones in Davis
Square for good
old-fashioned
dead animal. And
if you want to impress an out-oftown guest or a
hot date with
fancy, exotic, and
tasty cuisine, the
SOURCE recommends The Elephant Walk in
Porter Square, Cambridge.

How to be deserving of your parents’ affection despite your overwhelming faults:
Please see “How to join the SOURCE.”
How to join the Coalition for Non-Violence and Social Justice:
Find a wall. Hit your head against the
wall. Repeat until your brains are oozing
out of your ears. Now you’re
ready.
How to find literature
professors who provide
a well-balanced, politically unbiased take on
their subjects:
Applications for transfer
are available in Dowling Hall.
How to get a black eye:
Go to the Office of Equal
Opportunity (separate-butequal side door at Bendetson
Hall) and ask if the average SAT scores of
white and Asian freshmen equal those of
minority freshmen.
How to take advantage of naive and impressionable young women:
Option A: Night Train—the rape wine.
Option B: Run for Congress as a Democrat.
How to find out whether you got accepted
based upon merit:
No.
How to write a good paper in
your Women’s Studies class:
Be sure to pepper your
essay with the phrases “empowerment,”
“hegemony,”
“phallocentric,” and “victim.”
How to get arrested:
In broad daylight, paint
the cannon with messages that
are legally protected but politically insensitive.
How to have a protest:
Acquire at least one cowbell or set of
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bongos. Reword junior high sports cheers to
fit your cause. Lie, or at least equivocate
about your cause to a few people to gather
support. Convene on the Tisch roof. Make
noise. Proclaim victory no matter what happens at the end of the day.
How to challenge administrative policy:
See “How to
have a protest,” but
instead of the Tisch
roof, gather in
Bendetson Hall, and
don’t leave for a day
or two. Again, proclaim victory regardless of the outcome
of your actions.
How to choose
an advisor:
It’s always
beneficial to be able to communicate with
your advisor, so if you’re not proficient at
deciphering broken English (econ majors
take note), scout out genial and out-going
professors whom you like and keep them in
mind when you declare your major.
How to shop without going broke:
If you’re not up for stealing your khakis
from the Gap, try bargain shopping at the
secondhand stores in Davis Square or the
Garment District near Central Square. Just
don’t let anyone notice that your clothes are
recycled—this is Tufts after all, not (gasp)
Northeastern.
Also, used book and CD stores abound
in Davis and Harvard Squares. Disc Diggers
in Davis has a large and eclectic collection of music for bargain prices
as does Planet
Records in Harvard.
How to get along
with a roommate:
During the first
week, sit down with
your roommate and
establish a set of
ground rules. Be
sure to discuss music during studying,
smoking, lights-out time, and, of course, the
tricky issue of what to do if you don’t come
home alone.

How to get into TMAV:
Castration, castration, castration.
Check your balls at the door.
How to get into an a cappella group:
See “How to get into
TMAV.”
How to get high:
Go to the top of
Barnum Hall, enjoy the
view, pick some of those
strange looking plant
leaves in the greenhouse, and go from
there.
How to Naked Quad
Run:
On the first night
of fall semester reading period, enjoy this Tufts tradition by stripping down, drinking up, and, depending on how endowed
you are, amble or sprint as
fast as you can while the
rest of us perverts
watch/film.
How to produce
credible results to
make your parents happy:
Spend all
your time in the
library, work really hard, or just be
an English major.

How to decide which fraternity to pledge:
The long, distinguished
history of the Greek
system here speaks for
itself, unless you go to
DU, where rudimentary grunts and hand
gestures are still used.
How to understand
when no means no:
If you are a guy
and hook up with a girl, you are a rapist. If
you are a girl and initiate the contact, you
are God’s savior to mankind.
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How to establish good community relations with Medford and Somerville residents:
Be nice to the delivery guys, don’t walk
alone through campus at night, watch out
for the crazy guy near Powderhouse rotary,
and begin all conversations with “So, those
Yankees really suck.”
How to cope with homesickness:
Remember that we are all one big family here at Tufts. Also, University Liquors is
right down the street.
How to become accustomed to the diversity at Tufts:
For students “of color”: What diversity? It’s obvious that Whitey still runs the
show. Better get out your sleeping bag and
head to Bendetson to get more minorities
admitted. Also see “How to challenge administrative policy.” If Bob Marley-themed
slumber parties aren’t your style, please see
“How to join the SOURCE.”
For those “of whiteness”: Agree with
everything the PAA tells you.
If being a sheep isn’t your
bag, see “How to join
the SOURCE.”
How to break into
student government:
The freshmen
senatorial elections will be the
only election contested the entire
year, and if you
make the first cut
then you’re in for life.
So just make the audience in Hotung laugh
and admit that you don’t know a damn
thing.
If actually running for election sounds
too difficult, remember that if you are a
minority, you can just ask your friends to
make you a culture representative.
How to order Chinese:
Rose’s is delicious, but they close early
and aren’t cheap. Meanwhile, Kee Kar Lau is
open late, is inexpensive, and tastes like ass.
How to get laid:
Roofies, roofies, roofies.

❑
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Got her pregnant? Vowed to leave your wife? Promised her a
Cabinet seat? And she's blabbing to her friends? Oh no! Sounds
like a job for...
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"If I'd had the Intern Disposal Service when I was in Washington, I
sure could have saved a lot of money on gifts and dry-cleaning. It's
sure great that today's hor... hey, kid! Get away from my car!"
WILLIAM JEFFERSON CLINTON
FORMER PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
ADULTERER
"Thanks to the IDS, I no longer have to drive my secretaries off of
bridges myself. They even provide the car."
SEN. EDWARD KENNEDY (D-MA)
ALCOHOLIC (DWI)
Try as we might, sometimes we've just got to bend our interns, secretaries, or other young
women whom we meet in the course of our daily lives over our desks. While normal extramarital
sex of course hurts nobody, every now and again you need to get rid of a pesky ex-flame.
...For those times, there's the IDS.
Advertisement
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
Everything that is really great and inspiring is
created by the individual who can labor in
freedom.
—Albert Einstein

I answered every question truthfully. That’s
what supposed to do when you’re cooperating
with the police.
—Gary Condit

Remember the liberals’ Theory of Regularity: If
it ain’t broke, the government will break it…and
then ask you to pay to fix it.
—Rush Limbaugh

One of the greatest delusions in the world is the
hope that the evils in this world are to be cured
by legislation.
—Thomas B. Reed

The freedom of the press is one of the great
bulwarks of liberty, and can never be restrained
but by despotic governments.
—George Mason

I would remind you that extremism in the defense
of liberty is no vice. And let me remind you also
that moderation in the pursuit of justice is no
virtue.
—Barry Goldwater

Ninety-eight percent of the adults in this country
are decent, hard-working honest Americans.
It’s the other lousy two percent that gets all the
publicity. But then, we elected them.
—LilyTomlin
The smell of profit is clean
And sweet, whatever the source.
—Juvenal
In general, if any branch of trade, or any division
of labour, be advantageous to the public, the
freer and more general the competition, it will
always be the more so.
—Adam Smith
That some should be rich, shows that others
may become rich, and, hence, is just
encouragement to industry and enterprise.
—Abraham Lincoln
The moral justification of capitalism does not lie
in the altruist claim that it represents the best way
to achieve ‘the common good.’ It is true that
capitalism does — if that catch-phrase has any
meaning — but this is merely a secondary
consequence. The moral justification for
capitalism lies in the fact that it is the only system
consonant with man’s rational nature, that it
protects man’s survival qua man, and that its
ruling principle is: justice.
—AynRand

We contend that for a nation to try to tax
itself into prosperity is like a man standing in
a bucket and trying to lift himself up by the
handle.
—Winston Churchill
There is only one basic human right, the right to
do as you damn well please. And with it comes
the only basic human duty, the duty to take the
consequences.
—P.J. O’Rourke
The life of the nation is secure only while the
nation is honest, truthful, and virtuous.
—Frederick Douglass

There is no worse tyranny than to force a man
to pay for what he does not want merely because
you think it would be good for him.
—Robert Heinlein

The strongest reason for the people to retain the
right to bear arms is, as a last resort, to protect
themselves against tyranny in government.
—Thomas Jefferson

The saddest epitaph which can be carved in
memory of a vanished liberty is that it was lost
because its possessors failed to stretch forth a
saving hand while yet there was time.
—George Sutherland

If you have been voting for politicians who
promise to give you goodies at someone
else's expense, then you have no right to
complain when they take your money and
give it to someone else, including themselves.
—Thomas Sowell

Not a place upon earth might be so happy as
America. Her situation is remote from all the
wrangling world, and she has nothing to do but
to trade with them.
—Thomas Paine
The great virtue of a free market system is that
it does not care what color people are; it does not
care what their religion is; it only cares whether
they can produce something you want to buy.
It
is
the
most
effective
system we have discovered to enable people
who hate one another to deal with one another
and help one another.
—Milton Friedman
This country is a one-party country. Half of it is
called Republican and half is called Democrat. It
doesn’t make any difference. All the really good
ideas belong to the Libertarians.
—Hugh Downs

The difference between libertarianism and
socialism is that libertarians will tolerate the
existence of a socialist community, but socialists
can’t tolerate a libertarian community.
—David D. Boaz
The tree of liberty grows only when watered by
the blood of tyrants.
—Bertrand Barere de Vieuzac
If you are not free to choose wrongly and
irresponsibly, you are not free at all.
—Jacob Hornberger
The greatest dangers to liberty lurk in insidious
encroachment by men of zeal, well-meaning but
without understanding.
—Louis Brandeis
Get out of the way of Justice. She is blind.
—Stanislaw Lee

